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Abstract This paper discusses the need and possible forms
of human interfaces to Internet services, challenging the
common notion that Internet services are simply computer-
computer systems governed by machine protocols with lit-
tle need of concern for human issues. We first examine the
case where Internet services are provided to human users,
showing that the user-system interaction becomes a typical
service relationship, which can be better understood in the
framework of Service Science. Based on the six basic char-
acteristics of services we explore 15 issues which should be
taken in account when designing human interfaces for Inter-
net services. We also depart from traditional HCI by arguing
that the fundamental goal of the human interface of an In-
ternet service is to create and maintain a relationship with
the user. We then look into Internet services being used by
computer applications, where we discuss the need of a back-
door human interface for the maintenance and control peo-
ple working in the Internet service provision system. Both
situations have been little explored by the Internet services
or the HCI fields of research.
Keywords Internet services · Service systems · Service
science · Online services · Service interfaces · Maintenance
interfaces
1 Introduction
Internet services1 are becoming the very fabric of most of
the computer applications being built today. This is the result
1In this paper we use the terms Internet service and web service inter-
changeably.
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of a considerable amount of research [1, 2], especially in
fields such as networking, distributed systems, and software
architecture.
The main argument of this paper is that there are key hu-
man aspects of Internet services which have been mostly ig-
nored by research in the area. We believe there is an illusion
that Internet services are fundamentally only a dialogue be-
tween computers: a client or computer user (in our terminol-
ogy) and an Internet service, a computer application which
provides data requested by the computer user. In this paper
we challenge this assumption by noticing that a majority of
what is usually called an Internet service is in fact a sys-
tem which includes people (often control and maintenance
workers, but also owners). Therefore, Internet services are
basically used in a context where either a computer user or
a human user is interacting with a system composed of ma-
chines and people, thus creating a need of considering the
human aspects of those interactions.
The investigation around those human aspects is done in
the framework of service systems as defined in a previous
work [3]. Using this structure, we clearly characterize In-
ternet services as computer applications that are provided
by service systems and differentiate two types of Internet
services: those which provide services to computer users,
called computer services, and those providing services to
human users, called online services. In both cases, we ex-
plore the human aspects of the services and the need of spe-
cial human interfaces.
For the case of online services, we take in this paper a
theoretical approach based on concepts, ideas, and analytical
tools from Service Science, which has been developed in the
last 40 years mostly by researchers in business and manage-
ment schools [4–6]. This effort has been recently joined by
computer scientists and engineers through the SSME initia-
tive (Service Science, Management, and Engineering) [7, 8].
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The Service Science framework reveals more clearly
where and how interface design and evaluation can be im-
proved by traditional service ideas and, especially, how
human-computer interfaces have an additional role as en-
ablers of relationships between human users and online ser-
vice providers. Although there has been some work examin-
ing how traditional Service Science concepts apply to online
services—such as Ryan and Valverde’s study on waiting in
line effects on consumer behavior [9] and many works on
service quality measurement of online services [10–16]—
our approach here is to point out a much larger view of this
issue. We also discuss how the traditional approaches for
user interface design, deployment, and evaluation employed
by the HCI community and practitioners may be inadequate
or incomplete in the case of online services exactly because
they fail to consider the service aspects of the interaction.
The human aspects of computer services are examined
considering the reverse point-of-view of the needs of the
people inside the service system hosting the Internet ser-
vices, often maintenance and control workers. We argue that
due to the increasing diversity and complexity of the com-
puter user applications interacting with computer services, it
is necessary to provide backdoor human interfaces for those
applications. Human interfaces allow a much more effective
way to handle typical needs such as state and status queries,
halting and restarting requests, etc. This situation has sim-
ilar aspects to human interfaces for machine maintenance
and therefore we look for inspiration, methodologies, and
advice from fields such as Maintenance Engineering [17].
We start by elaborating the definitions used in this paper
and constructing the basic framework of Internet services
and its different types.
2 Types of computer applications
The key to our argument is that there are different types of
computer applications, some that are true services and some
that are just tools. To make this distinction properly and con-
sistently, we rely on our previous work [3] which provides
a definition of service systems as those systems where there
are people inside during their use. This definition creates an
easy distinction between products/tools and services and, by
distinguishing the type of user between computers and peo-
ple, we arrive at four different types of computer applica-
tions as shown in the following paragraphs.
2.1 Defining service systems
Our definition of service systems builds on the initial, fun-
damental concept of user systems:
A user system is a physical system that requires the
engagement of an external person or organization to
produce value for that person or organization [3].
The key notion embodied in this definition is engage-
ment: a user system is not permanently connected to the
external person or organization, but instead is engaged and
disengaged as value needs to be created.
We call a user the person or organization that engages
with the user system. Another important term is use, which
encompasses the processes and results of the value-creation
engagement between the user and the user system. Exam-
ples of user systems are abundant: cars, roads, gas stations,
panoramic stops at roads, beaches, maids, restaurants, news-
papers, churches, saltshakers, houses, and of course, Internet
services.
The distinction between product and service system is
provided simply by the presence of humans inside the user
system during use:
A product system is a user system which mostly does
not contain people or organizations as components
during use.
A service system is a user system which contains a
significant level of people or organizations as compo-
nents during use.
An important element of this definition is that the distinc-
tion is considered by looking only what happens during the
use of the system and not during what happens before or af-
ter. For instance, a printed newspaper is a product system be-
cause at the moment of use, that is, when the user is reading
it, there is no other person involved in the process. However,
an Internet news provider is a service system, since during
the reading there are some people monitoring the servers,
who, although hidden to the user, are present and part of the
system when it is used.
In this paper we stretch our previous definition of user
systems proposed in [3] to allow computer applications as
users. Enlarging the definition to include computer programs
implies that we lose the validity of some implications of the
definition of service systems as having people inside during
use as discussed in [3]. However, in the context of this paper
the implications are irrelevant; therefore we do not see any
problems in doing so.
Of course, there are many competing theories about how
to characterize and classify services, as discussed, for ex-
ample, by Sampson and Froehle [18]. It is quite beyond the
scope and need of this paper to digress on those different
views.
2.2 Defining internet services
We consider the space of computer applications along two
dimensions: (1) the type of user of the computer applica-
tion, which can be another computer application or a human
being or organization; and (2) the type of provider of the
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Fig. 1 Types of computer applications
computer application, which can be a computer system or a
service system.
Figure 1 presents the four different types of computer ap-
plications that are generated by the partition of the space of
computer applications along the two dimensions:
• Computer tools: computer applications provided by com-
puter systems for computer applications, such as for ex-
ample, an OS kernel.
• Human tools: computer applications provided by com-
puter systems to human users, such as a file browser in
a personal computer.
• Computer services: computer applications provided by
service systems to computer applications, such as a web
service that authenticates users in a distributed system
(notice that user authentication has to be provided by a
system which has constant monitoring by human opera-
tors).
• Online services: computer applications provided by ser-
vice systems to human users, such as search engines like
Google or Bing.1
Further, we call computer tools those computer applica-
tions provided solely by computer systems and Internet ser-
vices those provided by service systems. The choice of the
term Internet service is not accidental, since we believe that
when this term is used by professionals it in fact describes
a situation where a computer application is run by a service
system.
However, our observations have shown that the human
dimension of Internet services, as defined here, is often for-
gotten by developers and system architects, who often treat
the interaction between the user of an Internet service, com-
puter or human, with the service system as if the underlying
service system had no people at all.
In the case of online services, the presence of people
inside the system and people using it establishes human-
human interactions mediated by a computer application.
However, the traditional perspective of HCI is to regard on-
line services as identical to human tools, thus considering
1We use the term online services to be consistent with some previous
work we did on this kind of computer application [19].
only the human needs of the user and mostly ignoring the
presence and possible need of interaction with the people
inside the service system.
Similarly, in the case of computer services, this leads to
a situation where the interaction between the people inside
the service system and the computer application using it is
mostly unconsidered. Notice that this human-computer in-
teraction is the inverse of the traditional HCI perspective,
where the norm is to consider the user as human and the
provider as a machine.
We have examined online services and the issue of user-
service system interaction in a previous work [19], under
the framework of Service Science findings and knowledge.
We summarize in the next section the key issues, ideas, and
recommendations of that work and discuss them in the Inter-
net services context. Service Science seems to be the right
framework for this analysis since it agglutinates the knowl-
edge produced by academy and practice in situations of peo-
ple using and interacting with service systems. We explore
the case of computer services in the following section.
In both cases, we see our view as a considerable departure
from both traditional HCI and the usual concerns of devel-
opers and architects of computer applications that use com-
puter services. We believe that this disregard for the human
aspects of the service system is a frequent source of errors,
difficulties, and confusion, although we have only anecdotal
evidence of it.
3 Human interfaces for online services
There has been very little theoretical work in terms of es-
tablishing a framework to understand computer applications
that take the form of online services in the way defined be-
fore and what is specific about how to architect, design, en-
gineer, evaluate, deploy, and manage them. We are currently
taking this approach in our research work, and so far our
best insights have been related in the context of the design
of the human-computer interface of online services [19].
In the HCI research, most of the discussion about the de-
sign and evaluation of interfaces for online service applica-
tions tends to consider the broader class of online interactive
applications [20] or the more restrictive class of online re-
tailers [10, 21, 22]. Our approach has been to define online
services in such a way that we can safely apply well-known
concepts of Service Science in the context of the design of
their human user interfaces.
Referring again to Fig. 1, we believe that traditional user
interface design has been biased toward the creation of in-
terfaces for what we call human tools. In terms of user in-
terface design evaluation and usability issues, a lot of effort
is put in determining the typical individual usage scenarios
of the tool and then to recreate in the laboratory meaningful
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test procedures. The different dynamics of online services
has required user interface design practitioners to change
their techniques to reflect some of the special needs of on-
line services as discussed, for example, in the handbook by
Nielsen [20].
We structure our discussion by considering the basic
characteristics of services as usually considered in Ser-
vice Science. We compiled and fused service characteris-
tics listed by different authors [4–6, 23], arriving at a “com-
promise” list which we believe most of them would agree
to: customer-as-input, heterogeneity, simultaneity, perisha-
bility, coproduction, and intangibility. We have looked into
these six characteristics and examined how each of them
highlights some issues which are very relevant to the de-
sign of interfaces for online services. The result is the list
of 15 important issues for the design of online service ap-
plications described in detail in [19], and summarized here.
Issues are agglutinated by the prevailing service characteris-
tics that best explain their need.
3.1 Customer-as-input issues
Customer-as-input refers to the fact that in services the pro-
duction process often uses significant inputs from the hu-
man user. As described by Sampson in [18, 23], the user can
be the input to the production process in different forms: as
herself (body or mind) such as when the services of a doctor
in a hospital are used; as her belongings, such as when the
user’s car is taken to a repair shop; or her information, as
when giving financial information to get a loan from a bank.
Notice that in all cases, the production process is unable to
even start until the user provides the input.
However, not all online services require the user to be
an essential part of the input to the production process as
pointed by us in a previous work [24]. Typical cases are
online information providers such as cnn.com, nytimes.com,
or theonion.com. Although the delivery of particular pieces
of information or entertainment is triggered by user input,
a large part of the production process of the information
is performed without any input from the user, through the
manufacturing-like processes of news gathering and filter-
ing, and entertainment production. Although the delivery of
the information is interactive, the production of content is
performed as free of user input as when cars are manufac-
tured in an assembly line. Of course, nytimes.com is more
dependent on user input than the The New York Times news-
paper, but it clearly has a production process less depen-
dent on user input than online services such as Google Web
Search, Travelocity, or Amazon.
We believe an immediate consequence of users’ informa-
tion as input in the context of an online service application
is that trust, privacy, and security and authentication issues
become key and strategic for the interface design.
Unlike in human tools, where the privacy of data is often
taken for granted and trust on the tool is often assumed to be
unlimited, dealing with an online service provider always in-
volves an exchange of trust between the parties. Users often
entrust online service providers with very sensitive infor-
mation about themselves, their health, their finances, their
loved ones, even their most intimate desires. The HCI re-
search community has looked into issues related to trust in
many different ways. As pointed out in Wang and Emurian’s
overview [25] most research suggests that trust in online ap-
plications is a function of “. . . a framework of trust-inducing
interface design features, [. . . ] namely (1) graphic design,
(2) structure design, (3) content design, and (4) social-cue
design.” [25, p. 21]. A study on websites credibility by Fogg
et al. [26], as well as Brodie et al. study of e-commerce envi-
ronments [27], share similar recommendations, also present
in a well-known set of design guidelines for online experi-
ences by Shneiderman [28]. A similar hypothesis was tested
and found true in other experiments [29], although other fac-
tors seem to influence the perceived risk, including the com-
putational literacy of the user and the generic class of the
online service.
When we look into traditional services knowledge and
practice, the focus of techniques for building trust often is
not only on front-end issues but also on making the back-
end workings of services more “transparent” and visible to
the users. For example, a shipping service may provide de-
tailed real-time package tracking information (as most of
them do now). The difference is paramount: instead of ask-
ing for trust by improving the form of the interface, the ser-
vice provider elicits trust by making its internal workings
more visible: “trust what I do” instead of “trust what I say”.
Dealing with privacy of information is also an issue that
becomes fundamental in online services, since personal in-
formation is often an essential part of the input to online
services, for example, when applying to a bank loan. Tradi-
tional services often relied on the employees’ judgment to
decide which information to ask a user, which part to actu-
ally record, and to decide the trustworthiness of the informa-
tion provided. Also, often the privacy guarantees were part
of the personal relationship between user and employee. Un-
fortunately designers are still trying to find ways to translate
this human-based kind of privacy management to the online
world. In the meantime, a general guideline is that when an
online service asks for information that is particularly sen-
sitive the interface should clearly inform the user why the
system needs it, what the privacy policy is, for how long
the personal information will be kept, and whether there are
alternatives to provide that particular information. Marking
clearly which elements of personal information are manda-
tory and which are optional is also a good practice.
Security is also a key issue for online service applica-
tions. There is a bias in computer science to look into secu-
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rity issues from a cryptology perspective, that is, by estab-
lishing complex mathematical mechanisms of encryption of
information. Services, and in particular, sales, have found
through the years that one of the most effective ways to pro-
vide a sense for security for their users is through guarantees
of satisfaction, such as return policies and “your-money-
back, no-questions-asked” mechanisms. Notice also that se-
curity in service systems is a two-way problem: the service
provider also has to impose mechanisms to guarantee the
payment for its services, often walking the thin line of not
being perceived as distrusting of the users.
3.2 Heterogeneity issues
Heterogeneity is used in Service Science to address the fact
that in services users tend to be very unique in their identity
and requirements, so the execution of a service is usually
highly tailored and quite unique to a user request and in-
put. One of the issues brought by heterogeneity is the need
of personalization, which, unlike most of the issues dis-
cussed here, has been in fact extensively studied in HCI. In
the HCI literature, personalization refers to the use of user-
specific information to tailor the interaction process [30], of-
ten through the use of some sort of reasoning on top of a user
model. For example, Karat et al. [31] compiles several stud-
ies about personalizing e-commerce experiences.
But personalization of services is only one of the issues
brought out by heterogeneity of input. Even if an online ser-
vice does not allow interface personalization, it still has to
handle a high level of heterogeneity in its input simply be-
cause people’s lives, needs, and desires differ substantially,
defying standardization at every corner.
A related key issue is the heterogeneity of output, which
requires the service designer to consider instances where the
service is not delivered successfully. It is interesting how
traditional user interface design research rarely tries to un-
derstand how to handle tasks which are not achievable, or
even how to inform the user about the limitations of a tool.
In contrast, service recovery, or how to handle unsuccessful
delivery of services, is a major theme of research in Service
Science, given its known impact in service quality and cus-
tomer loyalty [6, Chap. 8].
Another key issue that arises from user input heterogene-
ity is ensuring quality consistency of the delivered services.
It has been shown that heterogeneity of user input, combined
with the everyday fluctuations of the availability of human
resources used in a service, create a vicious cycle that can
drive service quality into a downward spiral [32].
We have started to believe that this heterogeneity of input
and output questions the very core foundations of the HCI
practice. We have seen how difficult is to perform traditional
user-centered design in the context of heterogeneity, which
defies the enumeration of prototypical users and tasks, a key
to most methodologies in HCI. Not only it is extremely diffi-
cult to cover a reasonable spectrum of users during usability
tests but also it is hard to recreate in a laboratory the right
context, diversity of tasks, and expectations. This is corrob-
orated by the often common practice of online service devel-
opers of tackling the heterogeneity issue by using extremely
fast prototyping methods so they can beta-test the online ap-
plication with a large number of actual users instead of run-
ning in-laboratory usability experiments (a typical case are
Google labs applications).
3.3 Simultaneity issues
Simultaneity, also called inseparability, is the characteristic
of service processes that refers to the fact that often services
are produced and consumed at the same time. Production
cannot start until the user provides her share of the inputs,
preventing inventory of output, a technique often used in
manufacture to balance production. In other words, online
services have to rely on very unreliable input suppliers—
their own users. Since demand for services is often very hard
to predict, online service applications tend to exhibit fluctu-
ations in performance, usually exhibiting the worst behavior
when the number of users is the largest.
Performance consistency affects the perception and use-
fulness of an Internet service. Imagine a web search engine
which, during peak times, takes 30 seconds to return the 10
best results of the search. This delay would make the user
very upset if the results returned were inappropriate. But
most of us handle everyday hundreds of inappropriate search
results from Google or Bing, arguably because the results
are given in 2–3 seconds. Traditional user interface design
tends to ignore performance issues or simply assume that
performance is constant through time and task. In contrast,
one way traditionally used in services to handle performance
consistency issues is to have different processes, interfaces,
and even content to handle differently the variations in per-
formance. For example, sometimes news websites simplify
radically the opening page when dealing with situations of
extremely important news that generate levels of access be-
yond the delivery capabilities of the system.
Another aspect of online service software that interfaces
have to take in account is fairness in situations involving
multiple users. For example, when multiple users of an on-
line auction try to post a bid almost at the same time, it is
important to make it sure that their bids are processed in the
exact order they are received.
At the same time, simultaneous users accessing the same
resource, for instance when buying the last pair of tickets for
a concert, may require an interface design that clearly alerts
them to the fact that even during the process the resource
may be taken by another user. While in brick-and-mortar
service providers it is often possible for users to understand
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that other users are “ahead” of them in a line, it is unusual
to provide the same kind of feedback in an online service.
3.4 Perishability issues
Perishability refers to the fact that often service production
capacity is lost whenever there is no request for it. The ca-
pacity to host a guest in a hotel room is lost forever when the
room is empty. Traditionally in services this issue is tack-
led with demand management, when, for instance, a service
provider offers incentives such as lower prices for using the
service in times of low demand.
Traditional user interface design normally addresses only
the situation of actual use of an application. Even the idea
of marketing to increase the use of a tool, beyond what is
needed for the purchase of the tool, tends to be the least
of the concerns of designers. The key challenges for HCI
in this area refer to systems where the main benefit stems
from multiple users using the service at roughly the same
time. For example, online auctions need multiple bidders to
be emotionally engaging for users and profitable for sell-
ers; online multiplayer games tend to be boring when fewer
enemies are around; and long distance VoIP systems such
as Skype require users to have their communication partners
online.
How to make interfaces which incentive use in down-
times? We notice that marketing the use and need of an ap-
plication is basically absent from interface design and eval-
uation of traditional tool software. So we advocate an in-
creasing understanding and use of marketing techniques as
a way to deal with perishability issues in online services. For
instance, an online auction system may include “live” chats
with human experts during low traffic times to increase over-
all presence.
Another way to cope with perishability is to make the
service provider invite users to use the service when there
are fewer than needed users. The 1990s witnessed a lot of
discussion about pull vs. push software and, in general, peo-
ple have been very resistant to software which tries to push
their usage. Nevertheless, the proliferation of viruses and
mal-ware has made situations more common where com-
puter software, such as antivirus and firewalls tools, inter-
rupts the user and requests her attention. We believe that
this context is creating a situation where push techniques
became more acceptable and usable in the context of online
service applications. For example, auction users may agree
to install service daemons in their machines that may warn
them, through a pop-up, that an auction is going to end soon
and that there is a possible bargain given the current prices.
Another possibility is to use highly perishable information
media such as Twitter.
3.5 Coproduction issues
Coproduction refers to the common practice in services
to ask the user to perform part of the service production
process, often performing the labor that otherwise would
have to be done by the service provider. The classical ex-
ample is when users help to clean up in fast food stores by
taking their trays to trash bins. Although coproduction is of-
ten introduced in a service to decrease costs (for example,
the airlines’ self-service kiosks), many times coproduction
has a desirable effect of empowering the user and allowing
more informative choices (for example, in the case of online
travel services such as Travelocity), and even increasing user
satisfaction as describe by Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler [6,
Chap. 13]. Also, in many services coproduction is absolutely
required, for example when a change in lifestyle or behavior
is required in a medical treatment. When a doctor asks a pa-
tient to take some medication or quit smoking, the patient,
for all purposes, is being invited to coproduce the cure.
Coproduction has often been used in online applica-
tions, though often disguised and many times misunder-
stood. Google Search is based on the notion that the user
can do a lot of information filtering herself as long as a rea-
sonable summary is provided and the response time is fast.
Similarly, online travel service providers such as Travelocity
have pushed most of the travel agent’s job to the user. How-
ever, we should also recognize some key benefits of copro-
duction in many cases. Coproduction often tends to foster
customer empowerment. For instance, direct access to infor-
mation about travel gives the user more time to reflect and
weight options without the pressure of making a decision.
Coproduction in an online service application can be used
to break down different steps of the production process in a
pace that can be more convenient and pleasant for the user.
HCI practitioners should be careful about how coproduc-
tion works and its impact in their evaluation techniques. For
instance, the duration of a task, often used in usability stud-
ies, is not an appropriate measure when users are taking time
to decide among different options, gathering more informa-
tion, or weighting risks. Also, coproduction often involves
some level of customer training, so the interface design has
to consider carefully how the user is going to learn the skills
needed to coproduce effectively. There are many interesting
teaching techniques that have been developed by traditional
services—see Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler [6] for some
examples.
3.6 Intangibility issues
Intangibility refers to the fact that many of the key as-
pects related to user satisfaction in services are very hard to
quantify and measure, especially in a systematic and cost-
effective way.
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Fig. 2 Diagram showing the 15
issues for human interfaces of
online services and the
centricity of relationship
management
One of the key distinctions between traditional human
tools and online services is the importance of service qual-
ity. How to create and maintain user satisfaction cannot be
an afterthought of the human interface design, but should
be an essential part of the design and evaluation process.
However, it is know in Service Science that users tend to
have strong service expectations about the quality of the
service they are going to receive. Users incorporate into
such expectations the price of the service, their prior expe-
riences with the provider and with other providers, the lo-
cation of the service, etc. An extensive body of literature
in Service Science has examined the role of expectations
when measuring service quality; a good summary can be
found in the work of Schneider and White [33, Chap. 2].
For example, the most commonly used service quality in-
strument, SERVQUAL [34], is in fact based on measuring
the difference between service quality perceptions and ex-
pectations, or what is commonly known as the gap-model
approach. There are many theoretical and statistical reasons
to measure the gap between perception and expectation in-
stead of simply determining the perceived quality of the ser-
vice [33, Chap. 2]. However, the most obvious advantage of
using the gap-model approach is that it provides actionable
information—which areas of the service are below user ex-
pectations.
There is some strong evidence that, in fact, the gap-model
is also the right way to measure service quality in online
services [35, 36], giving rise to specific service quality in-
struments for online services such as WebQual, SiteQual,
and eTailQ [10–16]. Interestingly, user expectations and gap
measurement have been used very sporadically by the HCI
community; an exception is the work of Bouch, Kuchinsky,
and Bhatti [37].
Another important issue in services is process satisfac-
tion. In many service situations the way the user is treated
during the service process may have a larger impact on user
satisfaction than the actual delivered service. For example,
dieting clubs with great user experiences tend to have a high
rate of user loyalty, in spite of the fact that in most cases
the user does not achieve their actual goal of losing weight.
Beyond the traditional goal of task completion often used
in HCI, process satisfaction of an online service has to do
with many more intangible aspects of the experience such
as fairness, politeness, aesthetics, speed, humor, etc.
Finally, online service interface designers have to deal
with issues of anger and frustration management. Unlike
in the case of traditional applications, where users in many
cases vent their frustration on the front-line employees, in
online services it is rare to find an outlet to express anger and
frustration with the service results or its process. Giving the
intensity of such emotions and the overall impact they may
have in the perception of the online service, mechanisms for
anger and frustration expression should be a “must-have” in
online service interfaces.
3.7 Online service interfaces as relationship managers
Service Science traditionally regards the interactions be-
tween service providers and users as long-term relation-
ships. Also, if we examine the collection of 15 issues identi-
fied as very relevant to online service interfaces, it becomes
apparent that most of them are core issues when establishing
and maintaining a relationship. For example, trust, privacy,
security, fairness, consistency, recovery, empowerment, and
anger and frustration management are clearly aspects of
healthy relationships. Figure 2 summarizes the 15 issues for
interfaces of online services as identified through our Ser-
vice Science framework and highlights, in our opinion, the
key aspect of an online service interface: being inductive to
establish and maintain relationships.
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This view of interfaces as relationship managers sharply
contrasts to traditional understanding of computer inter-
faces, which have been regarded as agents for conversation
[38], action [39], direct manipulation [40], or even repre-
sentational action [41].
4 Human interfaces for computer services
Having considered the issues related to the human user re-
lationship with service systems and how they may affect the
design and evaluation of user interfaces in the previous sec-
tion, we now turn our attention toward the more subtle but
far less explored issue of addressing the needs of the peo-
ple inside service systems. By our own definition of service
systems, there are always people as part of a service system
while it is being used, and occasionally they have to interact
with the user—computer or human.
In particular, we want to examine here the situation where
people inside the provider system have to interact with a user
which is a computer application, that is, in computer ser-
vices. Observing workers troubleshooting servers in IT out-
sourcing delivery systems, it is not uncommon to see situa-
tions where a problem involves the way a computer user ap-
plication is interacting with machines in the service system.
Often, the troubleshooters are rendered helpless when the
user application seems to be misbehaving. Although some-
times the maintenance workers in the service systems can
monitor to some level the traffic between the user applica-
tion and server systems, in most cases there is hardly any
way to directly interact with the user application to investi-
gate issues, query information, and stop or start behaviors.
In the rare cases where this is possible, it is often by mim-
icking the communication between the computer service and
the computer user, almost always through very cumbersome
procedures. After all, the language and interaction was de-
signed to be performed by machines and not between a hu-
man being and a machine.
The origin of this kind of issue is, of course, the archi-
tectural mistake of failing to acknowledge, in the case of
computer services, that there are going to be people inter-
acting with the computer application in some situations, es-
pecially of maintenance. In other words, we are advocating
here that computer applications which use service systems
should provide a backdoor human interface to be accessed
by the people inside the service systems when it is needed.
Although there have been many works dealing with back-
door access to running computer applications for mainte-
nance (for example [42, 43]), such works often establish
machine protocols for communication and not a human in-
terface. This distinction is very important indeed, because
backdoor machine protocols for maintenance require the
service systems workers to have a maintenance application
able to read and write the particular protocol established by
the computer user application. Given the normal conditions
of computer services systems, which may be providing ser-
vices to hundreds of computer user applications, it is hardly
manageable because of the need to have specialized mainte-
nance applications for each of them.
We see two better options here. First, a standard computer
protocol could be developed for backdoor maintenance com-
munication with computer applications in service contexts,
allowing the construction of a single backdoor interface for
human beings. The problem with this approach is the diffi-
culty of describing the extreme diversity of applications and
their states, actions, and metrics with a single protocol. In
practice, the protocol would likely to have to restrict itself
to simple actions such as halting, sending test message, or
restarting.
A second option, which may be preferable in most sit-
uations, is to establish a practice for computer user appli-
cations to provide a backdoor human interface for commu-
nication and maintenance. In this way, human operators of
service systems are always able to open an interface to a
computer application through, let us say, a standard HTML
exchange, creating a remote maintenance backdoor usable
through a simple web browser.
The issue of human and machine interfaces for access
and maintenance is not too much explored by HCI, but has
been a quite common theme in Maintenance Engineering
and related fields [44, 45]. Although the context in a typi-
cal maintenance scenario is slightly different of what we are
discussing here, there have been many successes and fail-
ures in providing interfaces for people to communicate with
machines during maintenance.
Two arguments can be raised against providing backdoor
human interfaces for computer applications which use com-
puter services. The first is related to security concerns: a
backdoor interface could make the job of attackers easier,
given that they would no longer need access to the “secret”
language exchange protocols between the application and
the service system. This is a valid point, which requires care-
ful design of security mechanisms to prevent unintended ac-
cess to the backdoor interface. The second issue is related
to the additional cost of creating a human interface exclu-
sively for maintenance. We first notice that having this cost
is already quite standard for some applications that require
human manual configuration, such as home network routers.
But the best way to see this is that maintenance costs are of-
ten high and seem to be increasing in IT service systems, so
efforts and expenses targeting their reduction are likely to be
competitive in most situations.
By far most of the time spent by computer applications
when using computer services is devoid of the presence of
human beings. In that sense, including a backdoor mainte-
nance interface can be seen as a luxury. However, given the
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rising complexity of computer services, where a computer
application may use dozens or hundreds of other machines
at the same time, sometimes in different service systems, it
may pay off to design and implement backdoor maintenance
interfaces. We are still lacking some of the most basic pro-
tocols to do so in an effective way, and one of the objectives
of this paper is to start the discussion toward them.
5 Final remarks
In this paper we challenge the common notion that Internet
services are computer-computer systems governed by ma-
chine protocols which have little need of concern for human
issues. By considering the reality that Internet services are
provided by service systems composed of machines, people,
and processes, we show that there are important, albeit dif-
ferent, human aspects both in the case of computer users and
human users.
We propose the use of Service Science as a reference
framework to address the design, evaluation, and deploy-
ment of online services. In our experience, designers and
engineers of online services are mostly unaware of Service
Science concepts, so it is important to create mechanisms
to allow the use of techniques developed for traditional ser-
vices in the realm of online services. We have exemplified in
the paper how this merge of well-established concepts and a
sound theoretical definition can be used by HCI practitioners
to create a new reference framework for design and evalua-
tion of online services based on the concept of relationship.
We have shown many examples where simply by taking
the six basic characteristics of services as a springboard, we
were able to provide a better explanation for common diffi-
culties facing online services interface design and evaluation
and suggest new techniques and approaches to solve known
HCI problems in the area. An example of the former is how
input and output heterogeneity, a known and often studied
issue in Service Science, seems to shed light onto the diffi-
culties of online services evaluation.
We believe that there is an enormous opportunity to es-
tablish a framework for the design of human interfaces for
online services based on Service Science. In particular, we
hope that this introductory discussion creates questioning
and curiosity in the field and will trigger new and more re-
search.
Of course our work can be further expanded by con-
sidering more complex situations of Internet services such
as when the boundaries between users and providers blur,
especially in the case of service systems which rely on
user-created content (for example, ebay or Wikipedia); or in
mashups where information from multiple service systems
are integrated by a service provider. But even in such new
situations we can get some insights from Service Science:
in the former case, by looking into traditional markets and
how they function; and in the latter, by examining multi-
provider service systems such as stadiums where often the
many different services (security, food, cleaning, telecom-
munications) are provided by a myriad of companies.
Our experience with large scale IT service systems has
shown us that in the case of services provided by service
systems to machines there is also a need for better inter-
faces to the computer user applications than we have today.
In particular, we argue that the best option is to create back-
door human interfaces for the people doing the maintenance
and control of the service system. This is hardly considered
or developed in today’s computer applications and we hope
that our argumentation stimulates the beginning of a discus-
sion about the best ways to implement such interfaces.
We are, of course, not downplaying the need of more re-
search and development of the computer-computer aspects
of Internet services, and even the centrality of those issues in
the area. Our main point here was to demonstrate that there
are human aspects associated with Internet services which
have mostly been ignored both by the distributed systems
and networking communities, and the HCI researchers. In
fact, we hope to have demonstrated that there is a great op-
portunity for innovative and groundbreaking research on the
human aspects of Internet services.
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